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Colette Barry 
Video Animation Professional 
I am a dynamic Video Animation professional and Top-
rated freelancer on Upwork having extensive
experience of over 15 years and earned more than 600K
having provided services for some of the renowned
clients such as Microsoft, Standford University, and
Colorado University in several categories such as
healthcare, technology, finance and B2B. I am packed
and well versed with tremendous capabilities spanning
to number of effective skills such as effective
communication, video animation, marketing, strategi
thinking and instructional design, and problem-solving 

officebyss@gmail.com 

+1 4405378429 

Westlake, Ohio, United States 

linkedin.com/in/elitebgrowth 

SKILLS 

Effective Communication Video Animation Marketing Instructional Design Strategic Thinking Leadership 

Team Management Business Intelligence Multitasking Pressure Handling Decision Making Problem Solving 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Video Animation Professional 
ELITEBGROWTH 
01/2008 - Present,  United States 

Collaborating with the client and production team members to understand needs, review scripts, design storyboards, and create and edit
animations. 

Using software and other techniques to produce animations. 

Listening to feedback and altering animations to better suit client needs. 

Ensuring that the final product aligns with the needs of the client and is delivered on time without exceeded the budget. 

Presenting the final animated piece to clients for their approval. 

Using creativity and artistic techniques to tell a story or provide information in visual form. 

Researching industry trends and developments and learning new applications. 

PROFESSIONAL PROJECTS 

Walking Speed Whiteboard Video - University of Colorado (11/2021) 
Colette was great to work with for creation of our video. She was very quick to respond and made terrific modifications following any feedback we
provided to her. I would work with her again without hesitation and recommend anyone to work with Colette for their video needs. 

CISAC Cyber Video Series Design Project - Stanford University (08/2019) 
Colette was great. She is a good problem solver and works very quickly. She asked for clarification when she was not sure what we wanted and produced
a great end product. 

Explainer Video For Community Grants - Microsoft 
I had one of my best positive experiences working with Colette. She was super understanding and patient throughout the process as I had multiple
delays from my end. Her team delivered high-quality work and the video that they put together is very much appreciated by the Microsoft team. Great
work Looking forward to collaborating on more projects. 

Achievements/Tasks 
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CERTIFICATES 

10 Dropshipping Product Categories That Make Me 6-
Figures - Udemy (12/2021) 
Credential ID UC-e222f3c8-3ac5-4ae4-bea5-8bbf3de4d38f 

10 Email Marketing Strategies That Make Me 6-Figures -
Udemy (12/2021) 
Credential ID UC-f24417ab-d688-44ea-9510-9850452ba104 

HONOR AWARDS 

Winner Of Video Making Contest (07/2015) 
Embassy of Israel in Vietnam 

PORTFOLIO 

https://www.upwork.com/freelancers/coletteb https://elitebgrowth.com/our-portfolio/ 
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